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The effect on an elastic isotropic half-space is studied of a load applied nor- 
mal to the boundary and moving at a constant velocity along one of the coor- 

dinate axes. Underlying the search for the solutions of the elasticity theory 

equations in displacements in a coordinate system coupled to the moving load 
is the method of complex solutions [l]. However, the anisotropy of the elastic 

properties of the medium which hence occurs is inadequate to a direct utiliza- 

tion of this method, hence additional elastic parameters are introduced, The 

solutions hence found are then converted to an isotropic medium by a passage 

to the limit of the elastic parameters to the isotropic parameters. 

Formulas are obtained for the displacements of the elastic half-space during 
motion of a normal distributed load bounded by an ellipse, by a concentrated 
force, by a system of forces bounded by any closed contour along its boundary. 

1, Solutfonr of a :yrtrm of racond order linear diffrrrntirl 
equation8 of elliptic typ?. In the absence of mass forces, let us consider some 
hypothetical anisotropic medium which is described by the following system of equations 
in the rectangular coordinates 2, y, z: 

(1+k22S)~+~+~+p$t&+p~=0 (1.1) 

a2u, 
P axay + ~+(l+s)~+~+s~=o 

Here uj (j = 1, 2 ,3) are displacement components of the material points of the me- 
dium, and ka, S, p are positive parameters characterizing the elastic properties of the 
medium and independent of the current coordinates. 

Following the method elucidated in [l], and omitting the computations, it is possible 
to obtain the solution 

uj = y Re[$lA!r%k(Qk)]de, i-i. 2,3 (1.2) 

Here 
0 

A:’ = AfE1hk, &’ = 4,?92,, 

Af” = A(,ahnenl~, A?; = A'2'E2;2 

(1.3) 

2,8 2.3 

At' = p (Sk - I), At) = p” - k22S2 + S (SI, - 1) (1.4) 

nk = i 1/&12 + m2, k = 1, 2, 3 (1.5) 

I = COST, m = sin8 
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M = 2 f S + k2= S + k$P - pa 

The functions ok,dependent on the argument 

QZk = xl + ym + nkz 
are arbitrary. 

(1.6) 

2, Finding the aolutionr for I) half-rpror. Let us select the following 

(2.1) 

%I -=(p-kz)~+ (i+S)%+(s--1)$- 
P 

‘J* -_=(p-k&+ (S--)$+(1-s@- 
P 

as the relation between the stresses and strains. 

If an axisymmetric normal load acts on the boundary of the half-space z > 0 , and 
there are no tangential stresses, then by proceeding from (2.1) the following boundary 

conditions can be written: 

(2.2) 

Differentiating (1.2) with respect to x, I/, z I and substituting them into (2.2), we ob- 

tain the system of equations 

‘[ Re $I [(p - kB) A’,1’1 + (S - 1) A’,p’m + (1 + S) Aksf~J X 
0 = 

8% 3 

1 c Re [knAf)l + Ap"n ]dOkd0 = 0 
lc e 

; 

=l 

=x1 +ym 

The method for finding the functions &nk / dE is elucidated in [2, 31. Omitting the 
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tedius computations, we write down the final result 

Here 

dok ‘k d’I’+(E, 
dC=L\,--g- 

A0 = Al(*)d#48@)Z7 mn,ngz,A 

A=+f)[i+(4y-i)a-(a-I)f] 

s 
Y =i+s* a = ka21a + ma, f = 1/i + y (a - 1) 

A 1 = 2 [pp a 3 - A’,1’A(,2] Zsmn82n,a 

AZ = A?’ [ A(sa%eBZ2 + At’ (rn” + tl)] Pmns2 

As = - Aia’ [ &)kzla + At’ (m” + i)] Pmn a B 

&w (E) 
df= 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Continuing &l?+ / dE analytically into the domain z> 0 by the Cauchy formula 

dY 1 
dB,=2ni 

l I-= d’P+ (4) 
s 

d4 

-co 
4f 

and integrating with respect to Oh, we finally obtain 

Ok (Qk) = ‘k 
x \r @k) 

(2.7) 

Substi~t~g (2.7) into Il. 2) yields the displacement components 

(2.8) 

Here A,(i), Ao, Ak are determined by means of (1.3), (2.3), (2.51, respectively. 

3. Solutfonr fur & Ba\Gsprce when the elrrtfc parameter p 
squalr the prrsmetsr kisB. Let us obtain the solution of the system (1.1) with 
the boundary conditions (2.2) when p = l&S. 

The ratios d,(s) / As(l) and As(l) / As(s), in which the parameter P enten, can be 

extracted in an examination of the expressions ApAk / A,, (1, k = 1, 2, 3), which 
enter into (‘2.8). If (1.4) is substituted in these ratios and the indeterminacy is exposed 
for the first of them when p tends to kg S, we obtain 

Az(s) j Ae(l) = A,cO / As@) = ks 

Therefore, the quantities Ak(j)Al, / A0 take on the following values: 

Ap)A1 Ail)A, 

= 
2k&, 

’ A, 
Q,~=----- 

0 iA (3.1) 

AgfA, &~(a+~) A$)A, 

r=- A VT==-- 
2 (W --I)mnr 

ih 

Af)As 2k&nn8 Ap)A a 
-=T’ -=- 

m(a+l) 
Ao Al3 A 
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Formulas (1.5) have the form 

fix = n, = i, n3 = if 

Substituting (3. l), (3.2) into (2.8), we finally obtain 

2% 2x 

u1 = s kalY~ (6) cl& u2 = s mYI @)&I 
0 0 
2n 

243 = 
s 

+r 2a Re iY (52,) - (a + 1) Re iY (f&)] c&i 
0 

Yl(e)= -&WRey(Q2)-((a+ WWJf(Q3)l 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

4. Bffrot of 8 norm&l to&d dirtrfbutrd OVIZ the &tea of LO rl- 
lfpre 08% a half-rpaea, 

Example 1. Let D be the domain of the plane z = 0 bounded by an ellipse 

with semi-axes a,, b. We consider the normal stresses at the points kf (x, y, 0) of the 

half-space boundary in the form 

(4.1) 

0; =o, MZZD 

In order to use (2.6). a change of variables must be made and the first formula in (4.1) 

must be represented in the form 

(4.2) 

Substituting (4.2) into (2.6), we find 

@P+ (4) kaPz d InIEr-% I 
-=-isjiqzJ [S,+R,I dFr 

Continuing CM+ (&) I Cl%, analytically in the domain z > 0 and integrating with re- 

spect to slk, we find 
(4.3) 

The principal values are understood for the logarithm. On the boundary z = 0 we cor- 
respondingly obtain v+ 

@J = - kaPz 
8?cq.b Jfa,b (4.4) 

&= 
I, %ED 
0, %-ED 
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To seek the displacements in an elastic half-spnce, there remains to substitute (4.3) fnto 

(3.3) in which + i must be replaced by CAa-l, m by m&-l, & by A~-%@, where 
b 

+-m2 
-‘I* 

a1 

We give here only the final formula for the settlement of the half-space boundary in the 
domain of load action (4. l), calculated by using the substitution of (4.4) into the third 
formula of (3.3) 

f43@,II) = (4.5) 

E x amp 1 e 2. Let us examine the effect of a uniformly distributed normalload over 

the area of a circle in the coordinates (lcl, ~1). 

The boundary conditions are 
k@z 

tfi=w, fl<& (4.6) 

u, = 0, rl>& 
According to (2.6) we have 

dy+ (51) 

--zy= 

k2PzS 

ZX+Ri 

Continuing dY+ (&) / d& analytically in the domain z > 0, integrating with re- 

spa& to Qk and returning to the old 2, y variables by means of (4.2), we obtain 

(4.7) 

Substituting (4.7) into (3.3), we can obtain the displacement of the half-space points. 

We present only the vertical displacement formula 

6. Effect of II normal load moving at I conrtrnt velocity rlong 
the boundary of an trottopic holf~tprce, If we make the substitution 
5 = kg2 in (1, l), (2.1) and (3.3) and set 

cl= - 
I/ 

h+2P 
V- 

P 
P * c2= -9 

P c<c2 

where h, p, 6 are, respectively, the Lam& elastic constants and the density of the me- 

dium, es, es are the propagation velocities of the longi~dinal and transverse waves, 

and e is the velocity of surface load motion, then (1.1) and (2,l) will be the elasticity 
theory equations for an isotropic medium in a body coordinate system of the moving load, 

while (3.3) will be their solutions for the half-space z > 0. On the basis of this con- 
sideration, we obtain some results for an isotropic half-space in moving coordinates from 
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Sect. 4. 

Replacing t in (4.1) and (4.5) by Ic,xa and a, by k,a,, we obtain 

MEL) (5.1) 

A4 = !+2 + $ may 

As is seen from (5. Z), the integrand depends only on a =I kz2ta + ma, hence, the inte- 

gral turns out to be constant. Therefore, the moving load (5.1) yields a constant settle- 
ment in the domain of its action. 

When the load is d~tributed uniformly over the domain D of the z = 0 plane boun- 

ded by an ellipse with the semi-axes us, b, the formulas (4.6) and (4.8) take the fol- 
lowing form : P 

%=A, Aq%y,o)ED nazb (5.3) 

6. Effeot of & norm81 ooacentrrtrd forora moving with conrtont 
vslocfty on ths boundary of &n elarttc half-rpice, If ash tends to 
zero in the integrand of (5.3), then the real part is extracted and the irrationality in the 
denominator is gotten rid of simultaneously, then the following result can be obtained : 

L(9) = Ia + 1 Ia + 44 
(a--1)[a*+(5-16~)a~-55a -11 

For z = 0 this integral can be evaluated by using residues. Let us introduce a new va- 
riable t by means of the formulas 

Fk @> -= f(k& - iyp + (S 
(- I)” a (1 + uaak) fkelL (8) 4izt 

~--I)rS1~+2trPe+SICIB)t~+(k~~+tfy)a+(Sk-I)$a 
k-2.3 

(6.4) 
a_-&$ (k-a2 --I)fl+2(ka2+f)ta+(ka2 --1) 

4tg , 
rsa = ks2xBa + y= + z2 
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The singular points of the function (6.4) are 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

t=,v-1+2p+21/p-43, fL”& 

where + (p = %,2,&h) are the roots of the equations 

(6.7) 

a- 1 = 0, us + (5--16y)a2 - 5a - 1 = 0 

The residues of the function (6.4) on the z = 0 plane with respect to the singular- 

ities (6.7) are zero. It remains to find the residues of the functions (6.4) with respect to 

the simple poles (6.5) and (6.6), respectively, which are within the circle 1 t 1 < 1, 
where only the plus sign must be kept under the radicals in (6.5) and( 6,6) since 1 tf 1 < 

I (i = 1,2,3,4) for z > 0 . Using the known formula 

re;,f (t) = _P g PO) ’ g’Vo)#O, f(t) = $$ 
we obtain 

resF,(t) = ;c+t) = (=+Y t 
ita, 4 32yrl’)TS8 T 

where A is determined by means of (2.4). 

All the poles on the z = 0 plane coincide, i. e. 

t= @a 

k&2 - Qf 

Substituting (6.10) into (6.2), we have the following relationships 

u=!$Y, f2=2$., a- I= (k22-1)Y2 

ra2 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

1 _f= _ Wa2--l)y2 r2 + rl V&i 
r2(r2+rlVSs) ’ i+f= r2 

__(aff)f' =(kt+2-I)yarl~s, s 2af k22 
r2 r1IG r2I 3=v 

Substituting the doubled results (6.8) and (6.9) into the right side of (6.3) with (6.11) 

taken into account, and performing the necessary manipulations, we finally obtain the 

settlement of the boundary surface of the elastic half-space in the moving system ofco- 
ordinates W’ 

% (22, Y) = 2 
(1+4A 1 

27~ 4?B+(t --)(I +A)x 

Y 
X+P 

=x+ 
A = ++, B = ks2(T22+y2) 

(6.12) 

r1 = Jfk12z22 + y", r2 = Jfk22z22 + y2 
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It should be noted that the estimate of the vertical displacement given in [4] is closeto 
the exact displacement according to (6.X& when the velocity of the applied force is 

less than the velocity of the Rayleigh wave, 

If a system of forces P, = q (&, y,) c&2 ac t5 on the elastic half-space, then the set- 
tlement in the boundary Q (Q, y) is 

Here 

Jw2--EEr,Y--ql)= 
kz(l+AlA _f_ 

2w 14YB + (1 - 3) (1 + A)1 rz 

A kz =- /h2 (“2 - Cd2 + (Y - r)P 

4 ? 
k2 [be - Ed2 + (y -WI 

M (*2--E2)22 (Y -a2 ' B = k22(~2-E2)2+(~ --%I2 

Let us consider an example. Let a load of the form 
P 

act on the half-space boundary. We calculate the settlement due to this load at the point 

x* = Y =: 0. To do this, let us go over to a polar coordinate system 

%* = p eon cpc qr = p sin ‘p 

Then it follows from (6.13) 

Let us go from the polar coordinate cp to another by means of the replacement 

tg rp = k, ctg 6 

From this relationship we will have ,,,a 
cos~,q = a, 

k,V k&J 
sins~=~, dq=- 7 

Substi~ting these formulas and R 
\ (1_ ~)-li’+~ 

into (6. Irf), we obtain 0 

M' 
xl2 

~*w40)=~ 
s 

(1 -t-Of d0 
i + i4Y -l)a-((a-1)f z 

0 

This result agrees with (5.2) if we set a, = -b = R therein. 
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